
7.Element Icon
6.Power

3. Card Number
2.Character Name

１.Faction Icon

4.Movement Icon 
　（8 directions)）

5.Effect

8.Flavor Text
　（Not used in game）

Rules Manual for Basic Battle and Advanced Battle
This is a game where players collect fellow heroes from [SD Gundam 
World Heroes] and assemble a unique team to strike your opponent’s 
main camp.Deploy heroes onto your [Assault Area], and charge 
forward based on the card’s movement icon.Reach and conquer your 
opponent’s [Assault Area] to achieve victory.
Acquire Power Up item to strengthen your own heroes.
Make use of various strategies to strike your opponent’s main camp!

Effects that activates during battles. The left texts
indicates condition. Green texts represent effects which
can only be used when in power-up state.

Movement direction and 
step count of this card. 
Blue as movable direction 
at all times,and Green is only 
limited to power-up state. Two
arrows on the same direction
indicates moving 2 steps at
one time

The character’s Faction.
There maybe effects that
reflect on this icon.There are 
also characters with no Faction.

The name of the character.
When switched from the
hand, the card’s character
name must be the same.

There are limited number of
cards allowed per card with
the same card number.

１.Faction Icon 2.Character Name

3.Card Number
4.Movement Icon（8 directions）

5.Effect
A value used for comparison
during battles. The higher
value, the stronger it is.

6.Power
There are 4 element types -
Fire, Water, Wind, Earth.
There maybe effects that reflect on this icon.

7. Element Icon

Opponent’s Assault Area

Player’s Assault Area

Power Up Area (P Area)

Power Up Item Placement Area

An area where the opponents plays a card from the hand, there maybe effects
that reflect on this area

An area where the player plays a card from the hand, there maybe
effects that reflect on this area

When your hero card is in this area, it will acquire a Power Up Item 
(each area only has one Power Up item)
When the hero card leaves this area, the Power Up item will be removed
There maybe effects that reflect on this area

Placement area for acquired Power Up Item. When needed,
move the Power Up Item from this area to designated card

Power Up Item (P Item)
Item to power-up a card, enable the use of Green
movement direction and Green texts effect

Opponent’s
Assault Area
Opponent’s
Assault Area

Power Up
Area

Power Up
Area

Player’s
Assault Area
Player’s

Assault Area

Power Up Item
Placement Area
Power Up Item
Placement Area

Power Up
Item

Power Up
Item
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Play SheetPlay Sheet

Hero CardHero Card

Basic play sheet is 3 X 3, shared among both players. On your side is
the player’s camp, and opposing side is the opponent’s camp.



Victory!

① Prepare a 3 X 3 play sheet, and

    place 1 P Item at each P Area

② Each player has 5 hand cards,

    keep it away from the view of

    your opponent

③ Decide the starting player with

   ‘Rock Paper Scissors’ (winner)

    to begin the game

Choose 1 hero card from your hand to deploy onto the Assault Area.
Move the card based on movement icons, and battle occurs when you move to an area with opponent’s hero card.
Activate effects then proceed to compare Power. The losing hero card will be discarded (to outside of the play sheet).
The player who conquers the opposing’s Assault Area with his/her card wins.

・During your turn, choose either to [Deploy] [Move] [Power Up], and you are unable to pass a turn. During any of the
 actions, Power Up Item may be used once every turn.
・If [Move] to an area with opponent’s hero card, [Battle] occurs.
・Both players alternate each of their turn until one player achieved the winning condition.

You achieve victory when:
• Conquer opposing Assault Area
• When your opponent is unable to perform [Deploy] [Move] [Power Up]

Winning Condition

Successfully moved 
to opposing Assault 
Area! Victory!

Unable to deploy, 
power up, nor move the card 
based on arrow’s direction

Player turn VictoryOpponent turn

Deploy

Power Up

Move Battle

Progression of  the game -Basic

Preparat ion for  the start  of  batt le

Rules for Basic BattleRules for Basic Battle

Deploy

Move Battle

Power Up

Player turn

Use P Item Use P Item



Place a hero card from your hand to your Assault Area

Choose a hero card from your hand that has the same character name as the card on field, 
and place it on the same area

Move your already deployed hero card based on the movement icon

When moved to a P Area, player will acquire 1 P Item at that area. And place the
acquired P Item at your Power Up Item Placement Area.

If Power Up Item is Lost
When the player’s card leaves P Area, P Item will return to its original P Area.
When the player’s card lost in battle at P Area, P Item will return to said Area (acquired by opponent). 
When the player’s card at P Area enters a battle, it retains its power-up state with P Item until battle ends. 
When the card with P Item lost in battle, and player still has a card remained on P Area, the P Item will 
return to P Item Placement Area.

Unable to deploy if there are other
hero cards at your Assault Area

Pre-Power Up Hero 
card will be discarded

Regarding Same Character Name
[Liu Bei Unicorn Gundam] and [Long Xian Liu Bei Unicorn Gundam] or [Goku 
Impulse Gundam] and [Goku Impulse Gundam -Sha Wujing Silhouette-] of 
same character with different forms is considered same character name.
However, [Dark Mask Pirates] and [Dark Mark Warriors] is not considered 
as same character name.

With same character name, player may 
switch from low battle power to high battle 
power, and vice versa

＜ Notes when moving＞
• Unable to move to an area occupied with player’s (own) card.
• Unable to move outside of the play sheet.
• If moving 2 steps is allowed, player may also choose to move 1 step.
• Even if moving 2 steps is allowed, player may not jump over another card.

As the card above, it
may move 1 step to the
top, down, left and right

A card example that
can moves 2 steps

Action Explanation

Power Up Area and Power Up Item

Hero card with same 
character name

Deploy

Power Up

Move

P Item can be used once per turn (during each player’s turn), 
and can be used while performing other actions.

How to use Power Up Item
Acquired P Item can be used once per turn (during each player’s turn), and
place on your cards on field or move from one of your hero card to another.
Place the P Item on desired card from P Item Placement Area.
Hero cards with P Item will gain the ability to move towards the Green
directions and activate Green texts effect.
Cards without green movement icons or effects will not have any changes.
P Item can be moved from currently used card to another card, but the ‘once
per turn’ rule applies.



AttackAttack

DefendDefend

Battle

Defeated cards will be discarded to outside of play sheet. Cards
discarded will no longer be used during this game.
When attacker wins, it will move to the defeated card’s position.

When player moves towards opposing Assault Area and wins the
battle (conquering that area), the winning condition is fulfilled.

Player -> Resolving player’s card
　　　E.g.) 自分が攻撃 ‒ when player is attacking）
　　　E.g.) 自分      ‒ when player is at      (Assault Area)
Opponent -> Resolving opponent’s card
　　　E.g.) 相手      ‒ when opponent’s faction is
　　　E.g.) 相手      ‒ when opponent’s element is

Batt le

When moved to an area with opponent’s card, battle occurs. The turn player
is the attacker, while the one remained in original area is the defender. Battle
will progress in the following order of 1-3.

１.Card Effects Resolution

The order of effect resolution goes from Attacker to Defender, and
effect fulfilling its condition will be activated. Please refer below for
effects’ condition

2.Comparing Power
Both players compare power, and the higher value wins.
If power is the same, attacker wins, there is no draw.

3.Discarding Defeated Card

If condition is fulfilled, effects will be activated

Based on image to the right, the opponent      condition is fulfilled 
and hence it activates the effect Power +100. Defender’s effect did 
not fulfil the condition and could not activate.

E.g.) +100 ‒ player’s power +100
E.g.) 勝つ ‒ as long as condition is fulfilled, 
        battle is won without comparing power
        *if both players have [勝つ], power will be compared
 

Effect successfully activate +100
Power 340

Effect failed to activate
Power 220

Opponent       condition fulfilled

Effects activated

Opponent       condition not fulfilled

Effects cannot be activated

Victory!



Deck AreaDeck Area

Trash AreaTrash Area

Progression of the game -Advanced

Preparation for the game

When using 5 X 6 play sheet, please refer
to left image and assemble the field

5X6 Play Sheet

Place your deck (cards face down) here

Place your defeated cards after battle
(cards face up) here

① Prepare a 5 X 6 play sheet
    (as shown)
    Place 1 P Item on each P Area

② Each players prepare a 30-card deck,
   shuffle them face down. Cards with
   the same card number is only limited
   to 3 pieces. After shuffling, place it
   onto your Deck Area and this will be
   called your [Deck].

③ Draw 5 cards from your [Deck], and
    keep from view of your opponent and
    this will be called your [Hand]

④ Decide the starting player with
   ‘Rock Paper Scissors’ (winner)
    to begin the game

Use 5 X 6 play sheet, and build a 30-card deck to begin the battle.
Conquer 2 of the 3 opposing Assault Area or 5 P Area to achieve victory.
Conquered Assault Area and P Area can be competed and reclaimed.

Winning Condition
You achieve victory when:

• Conquer 2 opposing Assault Area

• Conquer 5 P Area

• The opponent is unable to perform 

  [Attack] [Move] [Power Up]

If any one of the 3 condition is met, victory is achieved

Progression of the game is similar to the Rules for Basic Battle, with
additional action added [Draw 1 card]

At the start of player’s turn, draw 1 card from the top deck and add to your hand.
Hand size upper limit is 7, player cannot draw cards if there are 7 cards in hand.
Player cannot draw cards if the [Deck] is empty, and the action is skipped.

Rules for Advanced BattleRules for Advanced Battle

Conquer 5
P Area!

Conquer 2
Assault Area!

Above is the difference between advanced battle and basic battle, 
others are same as Rules for Basic Battle

Draw 1 cardPlayer turn Opponent turn

Deploy

Power Up

Move Battle

Use P Item


